Bespoke Cocktail Experience
This experience gives guests a little history into our past, present and future and showcases some
of the best of the best of what we have to offer.
Plush Port Punch
Made with port, cachaca, lemon, “bomb pop” black tea, nutmeg, clarified with milk
Will talk about the history of punch and our signature punch that dates back to the 1700’s. (We
ladle the punch out of our punch bowl into antique punch glasses, but guests can also help
themselves.)
Mini French 75
Passed mini cocktail. Made with the salted citrus cordial (made from leftover citrus husks). Walk
through the creation of this cocktail (during WWI) and the Howitzer 75. Talk about the
importance of sustainability and how this cocktail uses items that would normally get thrown
away.
Queen Bee
Passed mini cocktail: Mini glasses of our signature “Queen Bee” cocktail, a riff on a classic
Prohibition cocktail. (The classic Bee’s Knees was created about 10 years after the Garden Bar
house was built.) We discuss the historical significance of this drink, how and why it was created
and our little twist on it.
Kilroy Was Here
Passed cocktail: (only cocktail that is normal sized) A signature cocktail named after the Irish
Kilroy Family that lived in our house from the 1940’s – 1970’s. We tell their story of how they
connected to us and shared their family reunion at the Garden Bar. Made with Teelings Irish
whiskey, black tea, peach, muddled lemons and mint – shaken and served over a large ice rock
stamped with “KILROY’.

Food
•
•

•

Charcuterie Board
Bread Board w/ various sundries (i.e. garlic confit, tomato jam, rosemary salt, grass-fed
butter)
Warm Pretzel Bites & Hot Cheese

(Enough food for some light bites.)
Time: 1.5 hours
Cost: $55 / per person
NOTE 1: Mini versions are about ½ of our actual sized cocktails.
NOTE 2: Rates: Start at $55 / per person. We can add additional cocktails and food items, as
desired. (Additional food items include: Truffle Popcorn, Flatbreads, Cookies.)
NOTE 3: Additional drinks. We can add additional items, like beer, wine and a limited selection of
our current seasonal cocktail menu.
NOTE: 4: Experience is for persons 21+. We can accommodate some NA versions or substitutions
upon request. Price is the same.

